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stract: A new view is emerging of the interplay between muta- tion to allowing widespread comparison of diversiﬁcation
rates, molecular phylogenies have been used to compare
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ken at the genomic level, substitution at the population level, and
versiﬁcation at the lineage level. Many studies have suggested that
te of molecular evolution is linked to rate of diversiﬁcation, but few
ve evaluated competing hypotheses. By analyzing sequences from
0 families of angiosperms, we show that variation in the synony-
ous substitution rate is correlated among genes from the mito-
ondrial, chloroplast, and nuclear genomes and linked to differences
traits among families (average height and genome size). Within
ch genome, synonymous rates are correlated to nonsynonymous
bstitution rates, suggesting that increasing the mutation rate results
a faster rate of genome evolution. Substitution rates are correlated
th species richness in protein-coding sequences from the chloro-
ast and nuclear genomes. These data suggest that species traits con-
bute to lineage-speciﬁc differences in the mutation rate that drive
th synonymous and nonsynonymous rates of change across all
ree genomes, which in turn contribute to greater rates of diver-
nce between populations, generating higher rates of diversiﬁcation.
ese observations link mutation in individuals to population-level
ocesses and to patterns of lineage divergence.
ywords: comparative, phylogeny, substitution rates, angiosperm,
versiﬁcation rate.
Introduction
iversiﬁcation is the process of changes in diversity by the
dition of new species through speciation and the loss
species by extinction. Phylogenies allow a way of com-
ring the rate of diversiﬁcation between lineages, for ex-
ple, by comparing the number of extant species in clades
lative to their age (the net diversiﬁcation rate). In addi-
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All use subject to JSTOR Tee net rate of diversiﬁcation to the rate of molecular evo-
tion, estimated fromphylogenetic branch lengths.Agrow-
g number of studies have reported signiﬁcant links be-
een rates of molecular evolution and net diversiﬁcation
r a range of different genes and lineages. Some of these
udies compared rates of molecular evolution in sister pairs
lineages that differ in the number of extant species, show-
g that the lineages with a greater net rate of diversiﬁcation
nd to have higher substitution rates (Barraclough and
volainen 2001; Davies et al. 2004b; Eo and DeWoody
10; Lancaster 2010; Lanfear et al. 2010a; Duchene and
romham 2013). Others have shown that estimates of mo-
cular change along paths through phylogenies are corre-
ted to the number of inferred speciation events (Webster
al. 2003; Pagel et al. 2006; Ezard et al. 2013).
The link between rates of genome change (as measured
om molecular phylogenetic branch lengths) and net di-
rsiﬁcation (as measured by extant species richness) pro-
des a fascinating insight into evolutionary processes. The
le of genetic change in speciation has been intensively
udied for more than a century (Bateson 1894), but most
search has focused on speciﬁc loci or mechanisms that
use populations to become genetically isolated from one
other (e.g., Nosil and Schluter 2011; Strasburg et al. 2012;
bbott et al. 2013). Molecular phylogenetic studies provide
very different view of the relationship between genetic
ange and diversiﬁcation, because they typically do not
clude genes likely to be involved with mate recognition or
cal adaptation. Instead, they are usually based on “house-
eping genes” with general metabolic and biochemical
nctions. Since phylogenetic markers come from a range
loci across nuclear and organellar genomes, any general
lationship between phylogenetic branch lengths and spe-7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
rms and Conditions
cies richness suggests that genome-wide rates of molecular
change are correlated with diversiﬁcation rate.
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508 The American NaturalistHowever, while there is growing evidence for a wide-
read relationship between rates of genome evolution and
t diversiﬁcation (though not universal; see Pagel et al.
06; Goldie et al. 2011), there has been relatively little
ogress in explaining this pattern. Broadly speaking, there
e three possible explanations for the link between the
versiﬁcation and molecular evolution rates. First, an in-
eased rate of molecular evolution could promote a higher
te of diversiﬁcation. A higher rate of genomic change
uld speed the accumulation of substitutions that cause
nomic incompatibility between hybrids, thus reinforcing
productive isolation between incipient species. Increas-
g the supply of variation might also provide more ge-
tic variation for selection for local adaptations or isolat-
g mechanisms, or reduce the likelihood of extinction by
creasing standing genetic variation.
Second, a link between the rates of diversiﬁcation and
olecular evolution might be mediated by an association
tween the process of speciation increasing the rate of
olecular evolution, for example, due to adaptation or
rough the inﬂuences of population subdivision on sub-
itution. If speciation is typically accompanied by a reduc-
n in effective population size, for example, through iso-
ted founder populations, then genetic drift may have a
rge effect on substitution rates immediately after the for-
ation of a new, isolated population (Venditti and Pagel
09). This could lead to a transient rise in the ﬁxation of
arly neutral substitutions. Conversely, speciation may be
sociated with a burst of substitutions in loci under posi-
e selection corresponding to adaptations to new niches
reproductive isolating mechanisms.
A third possibility is that there is some other factor that
correlated with both diversiﬁcation rate and rate of
olecular evolution, such as life-history or environmental
ctors, that causes an indirect correlation between the two.
r example, rapid generational turnover could increase
th the rate of molecular evolution (through the genera-
n time effect on DNA mutation rates; Bromham 2009)
d the rate of diversiﬁcation (if higher intrinsic rates of
pulation growth reduce extinction risk; Davies et al.
04a). It has also been suggested that the relationship be-
een species richness and substitution rate in plants could
an artefact of both variables being correlated with envi-
nmental energy (Davies et al. 2004b).
Our aim in this study was to weigh up evidence for each
these alternative (nonexclusive) hypotheses concerning
e link between rates of molecular evolution and diver-
cation by building on the analysis of an earlier study
at used a broad, family-level database to study rates of
olecular evolution in ﬂowering plants. While the focus
that paper was on the relationship between plant heightThis content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Tetes and species richness and a similar, but nonsigniﬁcant,
sitive correlation with nuclear ribosomal RNA (rRNA;
nfear et al. 2013). Here we wish to investigate this re-
rted correlation, in the hope that additional data and
ore detailed analysis may help to uncover the underlying
uses of the link between species richness and rate of
olecular evolution. To this end, we expand the database to
clude genes from all three genomes, add data on an ad-
tional explanatory variable (genome size), and perform
ore detailed statistical analyses in order to dissect the re-
tionship between life history, environment, species rich-
ss, and rates of molecular evolution in plants. Our aims
this study were to (a) test for a link between rate of mo-
cular evolution and net diversiﬁcation rate in each of the
ree plant genomes (nuclear, mitochondrial, chloroplast);
) ask whether patterns of substitution can distinguish be-
een proposed explanations for the relationship between
tes of net diversiﬁcation andmolecular evolution; (c) eval-
te the possible causes of this correlation by investigat-
g the relationship between substitution rate, family traits,
d environment; and (d) discern any links between the sub-
itution rates of the chloroplast, mitochondrial, and nuclear
nomes.Traits
r the sake of brevity, we will use the term traits to refer to
e explanatory variables that describe the average charac-
ristics (height, genome size) and environmental condi-
ns (latitude, temperature, ultraviolet [UV] radiation) for
taxon. Our starting point for this analysis is a data set
nsisting of phylogenetically independent comparisons
tween sister families of ﬂowering plants (Lanfear et al.
13) because it has previously been shown to support a
neral, broadscale correlation between species richness
d rates of molecular evolution for chloroplast genes. We
ild on this database in order to undertake a more com-
ehensive investigation of rates of molecular evolution in
ant families by extending the analysis to protein-coding
nes from all three genomes (chloroplast, nuclear, mito-
ondrial). We also add genome size, which is potentially
important correlate of life history, species richness, ecol-
y, and rate of molecular evolution in some plant lineages
.g., Bennett 1972; Beaulieu et al. 2007, 2008, 2010; Knight
d Beaulieu 2008; Hodgson et al. 2010; Kraaijeveld 2010;
vergne et al. 2010; Herben et al. 2012; Kang et al. 2014).
Family-level estimates of average height were derived
om a large database of maximum recorded plant height
oles et al. 2009) by ﬁrst calculating the mean log-7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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transformed height for all species in each genus and then
calculating the mean of all genera in each family (table S1;
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Molecular Evolution and Diversiﬁcation 509bles S1–S9 available online in a zip ﬁle). We included three
vironmental variables for each family, each of which is
lculated for the entire range of the family (i.e., the poly-
n that contains the range of all species in that family):
e mean level of current UV irradiance experienced by each
mily, the mean current temperature experienced by each
mily, and centroid of each family’s absolute latitude (Da-
es et al. 2004a; Lanfear et al. 2013). Clearly many families
ill contain species with a great diversity of heights, and the
ean environmental variables for widespread families will
t reﬂect the conditions encountered by all of the species
ithin that family. But these clade averages have been shown
be correlated with rates of molecular evolution, and the
rrelations they reveal are broadly consistent with ﬁner-
ale investigations of the effect of body size and life-history
aracters on rates of molecular evolution (e.g., Smith and
onoghue 2008). This implies that, for the purposes of in-
stigating general patterns in rates of molecular evolution,
ese family-level averages provide an adequate approxima-
n of the difference in average body size between sister lin-
ges since they last shared a common ancestor (given that
uch of this history will be shared by all species in a family).
this study, we are speciﬁcally concerned with explaining
e intriguing relationship already detected in family-level
timates of species richness and substitution rates, rather
an a more general test of the inﬂuence of environmental
d life-history traits on diversiﬁcation rates.
We used clade size (extant species richness for each
mily) to represent net diversiﬁcation rate. For each phy-
genetically independent pair of sister clades, any differ-
ce in the number of species between sister families must
ve arisen since they last shared a common ancestor
rough a difference in the speciation rate or extinction rate
both (Lanfear et al. 2011). The number of recognized
ecies per family was derived from the Families of Flow-
ing Plants database (http://delta-intkey.com). Although
e absolute numbers of species per family may vary with
xonomic treatment, the relative differences in species
tween sister families in this database have been shown
be associated with rates of molecular evolution (Lanfear
al. 2013).
To represent genome size, we collected 1C-values from
e Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Plant DNA C-values
tabase (Bennett and Leitch 2012) for plant families in
r comparisons. The C-value, representing the amount
DNA in a haploid nucleus in picograms, is the most
idely used measure of genome size and so is available for
large number of species. Variation in C-value is inﬂu-
ced by many different aspects of genome content and
ganization, including number of genes, degree of dupli-
tion within the genome, repetitive elements, transposa-This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Tet available for a large enough sample of species to al-
w comparison between the sister-family comparisons in-
uded in this study. The 1C measure of genome size has
en shown to correlate with cell size and cell generation
e (Bennett and Leitch 2005), making it an appropriate
easure of genome size for this analysis.
To estimate the average genome size for each family, we
st averaged all available species estimates in each genus
d then averaged the genus-level means to get the ge-
me size estimates for the family. Given that compre-
nsive phylogenies are not available for the majority of
milies included in this study, this taxonomic averaging
proach approximates a phylogenetic average and helps
make life-history and molecular rate estimates more
rectly comparable (Welch and Waxman 2008). Since
-value estimates are not available for all families, we
uld not include an average genome size for all of our
mparisons. In total, there were 44 comparisons for
hich we had genome size estimates for both sister fami-
s (table S1).
Ratesr convenience, we will use the term rates to describe all
timates of substitution rate made from analyses of DNA
quences. We estimate the rate of all substitutions (total),
nonymous substitution rate (dS), nonsynonymous sub-
itution rate (dN), and the ratio of nonsynonymous to
nonymous substitutions (dN/dS). Synonymous changes
pically do not affect the phenotype so are expected to
neutral with respect to ﬁtness (or very nearly so). As a
sult, the synonymous substitution rate is largely deter-
ined by the rate at which synonymous changes are gen-
ated by mutation (Kimura 1983). Nonsynonymous sub-
itutions are expected to show a range of ﬁtness effects,
om deleterious to neutral to advantageous, so nonsyn-
ymous substitution rates may therefore be inﬂuenced by
e mutation rate (which determines the rate of generation
variants), by selection (which affects the rate of substi-
tion of advantageous mutations or the removal of dele-
rious changes), and by population size (which inﬂuences
e rate of substitution of nearly neutral mutations that
ve small selective effects). Changes in the action of se-
ction or variation in population size may be reﬂected in
e ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous changes.
To compare synonymous and nonsynonymous mutation
tes from all three genomes between families, we collected
ailable sequence data for sister pairs of plant families from
otein-coding genes from the nuclear, chloroplast, and mi-
chondrial genomes. For a gene to be suitable for this study,
needed to be available for a large enough number of plant7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
rms and Conditions
families that we could make sufﬁcient sister-family com-
parisons for this statistical analysis. The genes needed to be
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S3). While a single sequence will not capture species-
speciﬁc variation in rate of molecular evolution within
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510 The American Naturalistfﬁciently conserved to allow alignment across diverse
ant families yet variable enough to allow estimation of
th synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates.
e used four mitochondrial genes (atp1, matR, nad5, and
s3) taken from the data set of Soltis et al. (2011), resulting
48 comparisons for the mitochondrial alignment (192
xa, 5,211 bp; table S2). For the chloroplast genome, we
ed the substitution rate differences previously estimated
r the 65 sister-family comparisons (Lanfear et al. 2013)
sed on the protein-coding genes atpB and rbcL (196 taxa,
897 bp). For the nuclear genome, we could ﬁnd only one
itable protein-coding gene that was available for enough
the sister-family comparisons: we assembled an align-
ent of sequences from the protein-coding gene xanthine
hydrogenase (Xdh; Gorniak et al. 2010; Morton 2011),
presenting 23 sister-family comparisons (62 taxa, 1,113
; table S3). We also included previous estimates of sub-
itution rates for these sister families from the nuclear
NA genes 18s and 26s (196 taxa, 5,275 bp; Burleigh et al.
09; Lanfear et al. 2013).
For each comparison, we used the same number of taxa
represent each sister clade. Balancing the number of
s in each sister clade helps to reduce the impact of the
de-density effect, which is the propensity for molecular
tes to be underestimated on long branches. Substitution
te estimates will tend to increase as more taxa are added
a clade, because adding more lineages will tend to break
the internal edges of the phylogeny, allowing better in-
rence of multiple hits (substitutions overwritten by subse-
ent changes). While node density is most clearly a prob-
m for parsimony reconstructions (Sanderson 1990), it
ay also impact maximum likelihood estimates of branch
ngth (Hugall and Lee 2007). Node-density effect is a par-
ular concern for studies examining the relationship be-
een diversiﬁcation rate and rate of molecular evolution,
cause it can generate spurious correlations between the
bstitution rate estimates and clade size by increasing sub-
itution rate estimates in more species-rich clades (those
ntaining more nodes relative to age). While tests of the
de-density effect have been developed, these are designed
r whole-tree analyses, comparing the root-to-tip path
ngths to the number of descendant lineages (Venditti
al. 2008). The best strategy for avoiding node-density ef-
ct for sister-clade analyses is careful data selection (Lan-
ar et al. 2010b).
Where we had a choice of several taxa, we preferentially
lected taxa with the greatest coverage of sequence data,
t all else being equal we chose taxa at random. In most
the comparisons, each sister lineage was represented
sequences from a single taxon; but in seven compari-
ns, each family is represented by two taxa (tables S2,This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Temilies, comparisons between single sequences will rep-
sent much of the shared history of each family, and this
proach has previously demonstrated an association be-
een clade size and rate of molecular evolution (Davies
al. 2004b; Lanfear et al. 2010a; Duchene and Bromham
13).
Initial alignments of mitochondrial and nuclear protein-
ding genes were performed using the MAFFT transla-
n alignment plug-in for Geneious 6.0 (Katoh et al. 2002;
rummond et al. 2011). Wemanually removed any incom-
ete codons, for example, due to gaps in the original se-
ence or truncated codons at the ends of the sequences.
e then created separate mitochondrial and nuclear align-
ents for each sister-clade comparison, including represen-
tive sequences for each of the sister families, plus a closely
lated family as an outgroup (see tables S2, S3). For each of
ese sister-clade alignments, we included only sequences
at had coverage for both families in the pair. For the mi-
chondrial data, 32 of the 48 comparisons had complete
verage for all four mitochondrial genes, 14 comparisons
d two or three genes, and two comparisons had only
e gene (table S2). The topology for these sister pairs plus
tgroups were taken from the maximum likelihood phy-
geny (Lanfear et al. 2013) by extracting subtrees using
e APE package in R (Paradis et al. 2004).
For each comparison, we estimated synonymous (dS)
d nonsynonymous (dN) branch lengths and dN/dS ratios
ing the GY94 codon substitution model (Goldman and
ang 1994) in the codeml program of the PAML package
er. 4.4b; Yang 2007), with dN/dS values free to vary across
e tree. For comparisons with more than one taxon per
mily, we calculated clade averages for dS and dN and a
ngle dN/dS ratio for the family (Lanfear et al. 2013). For
e Xdh gene, we also estimated total branch length using
e baseml program in PAML. This was to facilitate com-
rison with the nuclear rRNA genes, since dS and dN can-
t be estimated for RNA-coding genes.
All the variables were calculated as the differences in
mily-average estimates between the two sister families in
ch comparison. We performed diagnostic tests on the
ta, as described in Lanfear et al. (2010b), to evaluate the
ree basic assumptions of generalized linear models for
ta generated by phylogenetic comparative methods. The
st criterion is whether variance of trait differences is still
lated to their absolute values after appropriate data trans-
rmation. The second criterion is whether variance of trait
d rate differences still increases linearly with evolution-
y time after standardizing the sister pairs by branch
ngths: differences in shallow pairs tend to decrease with
olutionary time due to stochastic ﬂuctuations in substitu-
n numbers (Welch and Waxman 2008); therefore, these7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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shallow pairs are problematic data points. The third crite-
rion is whether there still exists a negative relationship be-
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Molecular Evolution and Diversiﬁcation 511een contrasts and evolutionary time after excluding shal-
w pairs. These tests indicated that log transformations
ere appropriate for all the contrasts except for the envi-
nmental variables, for which temperature and UV were
uared and latitude was not transformed.
Based on the diagnostic tests, only substitution rate esti-
ates were standardized by branch length. Standardization
rate estimates by the relative depth of the comparison is
cessary to ensure that the data meet the assumptions of
mogeneity of variance by accounting for the fact that
th trait and rate differences are expected to increase with
olutionary time. Ideally, we would use the time since the
st common ancestor for each sister pair to standardize
e comparison, but unfortunately, dates of divergence (in-
pendent of molecular data) are not available for the ma-
rity of the comparisons in our study. Therefore, we use
e best estimator for evolutionary time that we could ob-
in, which is the square root of the total number of substi-
tions in the chloroplast genes and nuclear rRNA (as these
o sequences are available for all the family comparisons).
hile using branch length to standardize the comparisons
not perfect, it is preferable to not using any standardiza-
n for comparison depth.
We applied the test of Welch and Waxman (2008) to
tect and remove sister pairs for which we were unable to
ake reliable estimates of differences in molecular branch
ngths. This test removes shallow sister pairs until there
longer exists a negative relationship between contrasts
d evolutionary time, and is not based on the absolute
lue of the difference between the sister lineages. After re-
oving these problematic pairs, our sample sizes for analy-
s were as follows: 65 sister-family comparisons for both
e chloroplast genes and nuclear rRNA; 48 sister-family
mparisons for mitochondrial genes; and 22 sister-family
mparisons for the nuclear protein-coding gene, Xdh. Be-
use genome size estimates were not available for all fam-
es in the data set, the set of comparisons that includes
nome size for both sister families was reduced to 42 com-
risons for chloroplast genes, 40 for nuclear rRNA, 27 for
itochondrial genes, and 14 for the nuclear Xdh gene. Be-
use the reduction in the number of comparisonsmight re-
lt in lower power, we repeated key analyses on both the
ll set of comparisons without genome size and on the re-
ced data set including genome size.
Analysis
cl
be
W
no
(Sur aims were to describe the relationships between traits
d the rates of molecular evolution and net diversiﬁca-
n and to ask whether any associations are due to direct
indirect relationships. Therefore, we employed a num-This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Teong variables based on a priori hypotheses.
re Traits Correlated with Rates?We began by asking howes richness, respectively. The environmental variables (lati-
de, temperature, and UV) are highly correlated with one
other (P ! 1025; table S4), so in order to minimize the
fect of multicollinearity, we performed ridge regression
d partial least squares regression (Izenman 2008). Ridge
gression reduces the mean squared errors of regression
efﬁcients that are inﬂated by multicollinearity. Partial
ast squares regression (PLSR) ﬁnds the components on
hich explanatory and response variables have the largest
variance.
We performed ridge regression and PLSR using the
vironmental variables, plant height, and genome size as
e explanatory variables and the substitution rates and
ecies richness as the response variables. We also per-
rmed ridge regressions using the substitution rates from
e chloroplast, mitochondrial, and nuclear genes as the
planatory variables and the species richness as the re-
onse variable. The root mean square error of prediction,
lculated by jackkniﬁng cross validation, was used for
oosing the optimal number of components. Jackkniﬁng
as used to estimate the variances of PLSR coefﬁcients,
though the resulting P value is not as reliable as ridge
gression (Mevik et al. 2011). To further reduce the impact
multicollinearity and clarify the effects of environmental
riables on substitution rates and species richness, we
rformed principal component analysis on latitude, tem-
rature, and UV and then performed ridge regression
ing all three principal components as the explanatory
riables.
re Rates Correlated across Genomes? Variation in ratesllular genomes, either directly, through selection for com-
nsating mutations that allow the genomes to continue to
ork together in the face of genomic change, or indirectly,
rough common effects such as cell generation time and
py frequency. Therefore, any attempt to understand the
iving forces of rate variation across ﬂowering plants
ould ideally take into account correlation between ge-
mes. We looked for correlations between substitution
te estimates from the chloroplast, mitochondrial, and nu-
ear alignments with the aim of detecting any interactions
tween rates of molecular evolution in different genomes.
e used Kendall’s rank correlation analysis because it does
t rely on the assumption that missing data is random
okal and Rohlf 1995).7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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Are Rates Correlated with Species Richness? We performed
path analysis to explore the nature of the link between
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512 The American Naturalistmily-average traits (height, genome size, and environmen-
l variables), substitution rates, and species richness. Path
alysis (and structural equation modeling in general) cal-
lates the ﬁt of a predeﬁned causal structure among vari-
les by comparing the actual covariance matrices among
riables and the estimated covariance matrices of the ﬁt-
d structure. Dependence between variables can be repre-
nted by lines in a diagram, with only those paths that
present a plausible interpretation of the data included in
e model (Wright 1934). This provides a way to assess the
lationships between variables, including through the ef-
ct on other variables. While path analysis cannot be used
establish causal mechanisms, correlations in the data do
ply some causal connection (whether direct or indirect)
tween the variables (Shipley 2002). The role of path anal-
is is to evaluate the relative strengths of alternative mod-
s by asking how well the pattern of correlations matches
edeﬁned links between variables. Because path analysis
ovides a way of assessing the support in the data for pre-
ﬁned causal models, researchers must explicitly describe
asonable hypotheses for the relationships between vari-
les (Lleras 2005). We based our models on a priori hy-
theses discussed in the literature (see “Introduction” and
iscussion”) but also use the results of the regression anal-
es to inform these models, as we do not include links
tween variables if they are not correlated with each other.
We test the data against four models that describe the
usal relationship between traits, rates, and species rich-
ss (ﬁg. A1, available online). Models 1 and 2 differ in the
rection of the causal relationship between substitution
tes and species richness. Model 1 represents an inﬂuence
rates of molecular evolution on rates of diversiﬁcation,
substitution rates may inﬂuence species richness, and
aits (environment and life history) can inﬂuence both
tes and species richness. Model 2 represents an effect of
tes of diversiﬁcation on rates of molecular evolution, so in
is model species richness may inﬂuence rates, while traits
eight, genome size, environment) can inﬂuence both
tes and species richness. Model 3 represents a direct con-
ction between molecular evolution and diversiﬁcation
tes, so traits can inﬂuence both species richness and rates,
d species richness has residual covariance with substi-
tion rates. Model 4 represents an indirect connection
tween species richness and substitution, so traits can
ﬂuence species richness and rates, but species richness
s no residual covariance with substitution rates.
Path analysis does not provide proof of causal mecha-
sms; instead, it provides a way of rejecting some causal
potheses as being a less adequate description of the data
it does not ﬁt the pattern of covariance as well as an al-
rnative model. For example, in model 1, we assume sub-This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Tediversiﬁcation rates conditional on the substitution rates;
model 2, we assume diversiﬁcation rates have a direct
fect on substitution rates, so the estimated covariance
atrix involves the variance of substitution rates condi-
nal on the diversiﬁcation rates. As a result, different pre-
ﬁned causal structures lead to different estimated covari-
ce matrices among variables, and the best structure is the
e whose estimated covariance matrices are most similar
the actual covariance matrices.
We compare the relative ﬁt of different models using
e Aikake information criterion (AIC), which compares
e goodness of ﬁt of different models with respect to the
mber of parameters of the model. In this way, the AIC
mpares models with respect to both their explanatory
wer and complexity. We use a x2 test to reject models,
hich compares the difference between the observed co-
riance matrix among variables and the expected covari-
ce matrix given the predeﬁned casual structure against a
null distribution.
All the statistical analyses were performed in R (R De-
lopment Core Team 2013), for ridge regression using
e ridge package (Cule 2012), for partial least squares
gression using the pls package (Mevik et al. 2011), and
r path analysis using the lavaan package (Rosseel 2012).
ll data used have been deposited in the Dryad Digital
epository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.31614 (Brom-
m et al. 2015).gative association between average height in ﬂowering
ant families and substitution rates, for synonymous sub-
itutions in the mitochondrial and chloroplast genes, and
r total branch length in the nuclear rRNA (table 1). Fam-
es with lower average height also tend to have a lower ra-
of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates
N/dS) in the chloroplast genes (table 1), a pattern also seen
the mitochondrial genes (tables S5, S6, S8) though not
gniﬁcant for the reduced data set (which has fewer com-
risons due to the inclusion of genome size; tables 1, S7,
). Plant families with smaller average genome sizes tend to
ve faster synonymous substitution rates, total substitution
tes, and lower dN/dS in the nuclear protein-coding gene
dh (table 1).
In the principal component analysis, temperature
oading p 20.58), latitude (loading p 0.58), and UV
oadingp20.58) have the same absolute loadings on the7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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ﬁrst principal component (PC1), indicating that variation
along PC1 shows the general trend of lower temperature
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514 The American Naturalistd lower UV at higher latitudes. On the second principal
mponent (PC2), the loading of temperature (20.82) is
the opposite direction to that expected for the latitu-
nal gradient, and temperature has higher absolute load-
gs than latitude (20.37) and UV (0.45). On the third
incipal component (PC3), only latitude (0.73) and UV
.68) have loadings, and the loading of UV is in the op-
site direction to the latitudinal trend. Thus, PC2 and
3 together account for environmental variation that is
dependent of latitudinal gradient, with PC2 primarily
counting for temperature (e.g., decrease in temperature
ith altitude) and PC3 primarily accounting for UV (e.g.,
creasing UV with altitude).
Results of ridge regression using the three PCs show
at plant families at lower latitudes tend to have higher
nsynonymous substitution rates in their chloroplast ge-
mes (tables 1, S5). Ridge regression on the three PCs
so suggests that plant families that are exposed to higher
erage levels of UV tend to have lower substitution rates
d higher dN/dS in chloroplast and mitochondrial ge-
mes (table S5; this is also suggested by other regression
alyses: see tables S6–S8), but this result is not consistent
signiﬁcant in the reduced data set that includes genome
e (tables 1, S9).
re Rates Correlated across Genomes? We identiﬁed sig-
ﬁcant pairwise correlations between substitution rates
Table 2: Pairwise correlation between substitution rates
drial (Mt), and nuclear (Xdh and ribosomal RNA [rRNA])
Cp
.
.
Cp
. 2
.
M
.
.
M
.
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Xd
.
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.
cant coef are indic ldface, w
dS ous subs te.
This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Tee correlated with each other (ﬁg. 1). Synonymous substi-
tion rates in the chloroplast genome are correlated with
nonymous and nonsynonymous rates estimated from
itochondrial and nuclear genes and nuclear rRNA total
bstitution rates. Synonymous substitution rates in the
itochondrial genome are correlated with nonsynony-
ous substitution rates and total rRNA rates in the nuclear
ne. Nonsynonymous substitution rates are not correlated
ross genomes.
re Rates Correlated with Species Richness? For the path
alysis, we tested four models (see appendix, ﬁg. A1) but
cluded only variables that show signiﬁcant correlations
any of the regression analyses. So we include height in
alyses of rates in mitochondrial, chloroplast, and nuclear
NA genes and genome size only in the analysis of nu-
ear protein-coding gene. Because the environmental vari-
les are highly intercorrelated, we use principal compo-
nts in the path analysis.
For chloroplast genes, the best-ﬁt model is model 3,
hich includes a direct connection between species rich-
ss and substitution rates, in addition to the connection
used by the species traits examined in the study (table 3).
owever, model 1 (substitution rate inﬂuences species rich-
ss)ﬁts the data nearly as well, given that its AIC value does
t differ much from model 3 (DAIC ! 2). We can reject
odel 4 (no direct association between substitution rates
mong three genomes: chloroplast (Cp), mitochon-
genesCp dN Mt dS Mt dN Xdh dS Xdh dN rRNA
dS:
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Molecular Evolution and Diversiﬁcation 515tion rates inﬂuence species richness), and it ﬁts the
ta signiﬁcantly better than other models (all DAIC 1 2).
r mitochondrial and nuclear rRNA genes, the best-ﬁt
odel is model 4 (no direct association between rates and
ecies richness), but none of the models can be rejected
favor of any of the others.
Figure 2 shows the results of signiﬁcance tests on path co-
ﬁcients. Synonymous substitution rates in the chloroplast
d nuclear protein-coding genes are signiﬁcantly corre-
ted with species richness, and the analyses suggest that
ese correlations are not explained by an indirect covaria-
n between species richness and rates with the family-
erage traits. Chloroplast substitution rates are also posi-
ely correlatedwith species richness in the ridge regressionble 3: Results of path analysis on the associations between substitu
7 4.
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rate pecie ubst rrel
This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Tea link between species richness and substitution rates
the mitochondrial genes or the nuclear rRNA sequences
g. 2).
This study focuses on the relationship between diver-
ﬁcation rates and substitution rates and was not designed
test the inﬂuence of environmental or species traits on
ecies richness. However, we note that temperature is
so identiﬁed as a signiﬁcant correlate of species richness
entiﬁed in the regression analysis (tables 1, S5, S6, S8, S9).
s suggested by PC2, this negative association between
mperature and net diversiﬁcation rate is independent of
y latitudinal trend in temperature or diversiﬁcation rates
d is likely caused by other environmental gradients. This
ttern may be an artifact of taking average measurements
er the family geographic range: a family with more spe-
es might cover a larger area, which might contain a wider
nge of environmental conditions (such as variation in
evation), and thus family mean values calculated over the
nge might be lower than the mean values of locations in
hich members of the family are found. For example, a
rger family range might include more high-elevation re-
ons even if the species in the family are not distributed at
gh altitude, so the average temperature of the range may
lower than the actual temperature niche of the constitu-
t species. Alternatively, if environmental heterogeneity
ives diversiﬁcation (e.g., montane speciation), then more
terogeneous environments might contain larger families,
tentially making the mean temperature of more species-
ch families lower than that of smaller and less widely dis-
ibuted families.
Discussione show that plant traits can have a consistent effect on
tes of molecular evolution across all three genomes, with
tterns of substitutions suggesting that differences in mu-
tion rate generate variation in both synonymous anddS
dN
Nuclear
dS
dN
dS
dN
gure 1: Schematic diagram of the signiﬁcant correlations between
e estimated substitution rates for chloroplast, nuclear, and mito-
ondrial genomes. For correlation coefﬁcients and P values, see
ble 2. dNp nonsynonymous substitution rate; dSp synonymous
bstitution rate.tion rates, traits, and species richnessChloroplast Mitochondrial Xdh rRNA
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nonsynonymous rates in all three genomes. We do not ﬁnd
any signiﬁcant associations between nonsynonymous rates
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516 The American Naturalisttimated from the three different genomes, so these data
ovide no evidence that the patterns observed are largely
iven by compensatory substitutions to maintain genome
mpatibility. For chloroplast andmitochondrial genes and
clear rRNA, our analyses conﬁrm that plant families with
orter average height have faster rates of molecular evo-
tion. Analysis of the nuclear protein-coding gene, Xdh,
ggests that greater family-average genome size is associ-
ed with lower mutation rate. There is some evidence of
vironmental inﬂuence on rates of molecular evolution,
ith the signal of increased substitution rates at lower lat-
des in chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes. The path
alyses support a link between species richness and sub-This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Tedirect inﬂuence of rates of molecular evolution on di-
rsiﬁcation rate or a direct link between them after ac-
unting for the inﬂuence of family traits, we cannot reject
e alternative explanation that differences in diversiﬁca-
n rates drive differences in substitution rates. However,
ven that the patterns of rate variation are most strongly
ﬂected in the synonymous substitution rate, which re-
cts the mutation rate, we think the most likely explana-
n is that differences in mutation rates between lineages,
least partly driven by differences in family-average traits,
ﬂuence both synonymous and nonsynonymous rates of
ange across all three genomes, which in turn drive greater
tes of divergence between populations, generating higherdS dN
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gure 2: Results of path analysis. Single arrows indicate causal relationship, and double arrows indicate correlation. Arrows for correlations
ong explanatory variables are not shown, for the sake of clarity. Values along each path are path coefﬁcients with signiﬁcant level (one
terisk, P ! .05; two asterisks, P ! .01). Nonsigniﬁcant coefﬁcients are not shown. Gray indicates a path with no signiﬁcant coefﬁcients in
y data set. PC1–PC3 are the principal components of environmental variables (see table 1).7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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rates of diversiﬁcation (ﬁg. 3). We will discuss each of these
links in more detail.
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gle clearest and most consistent pattern that emerges
om our analyses is that plant families with a shorter av-
age height have faster rates of molecular evolution. This
consistent with previous analysis of these nuclear rRNA
d chloroplast sequences (Lanfear et al. 2013), but our
udy extends this result to all three plant genomes. Height
related to synonymous substitution rate and dN/dS in
e chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes and to sub-
itution rate in the nuclear rRNA sequences. Since syn-
ymous substitution rate (dS) is primarily inﬂuenced by
e mutation rate, this suggests that taller plants have
wer rates of mutation per year.
Size is an important determinant of rate of molecular
olution for many taxa, a pattern often attributed to an
sumed difference in the number of genome replications
r unit time (Sarich and Wilson 1973; Ohta 1993; Brom-
m et al. 1996; Thomas et al. 2010). While the relationship
tween body size, cell divisions, and generation time is
mplicated in plants, we can make predictions about the
lationship between plant height and genome turnover.
rger plants often have lower absolute growth rates (Petit
d Hampe 2006) and thus undergo fewer cell divisions
r unit time than shorter plants (Lanfear et al. 2013).
wer cell divisions means fewer opportunities for repli-
tion errors to occur, so for the same per-replication mu-
tion rate, we would expect a taller plant to have fewer
NA replication errors per unit time than a shorter plant.
e effect of number of cell divisions on the per-unit-time
utation rate can be demonstrated through male-driven
olution in paternally inherited organelle genomes: pollen
oduction requires more cell divisions than ovule pro-Life
Environment
This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Te02).
Reduction in the per-unit-time mutation rate is ex-
cted for taller plants on purely mechanistic grounds
ewer opportunities for replication errors), but it may be
hanced by the inﬂuence of selection on mutation rates.
plants, germ lines are not sequestered early in devel-
ment but arise from the apical meristem (growing tip)
hen it becomes a reproductive apex. So taller plants will
nd to have more cell generations per reproductive gen-
ation (Schultz and Scoﬁeld 2009). The taller the plant,
e more cell divisions occur between the seed and the
ical meristem, so the more opportunity for mutations
occur per generation (Petit and Hampe 2006; Bobiwash
al. 2013). Therefore, a taller plant is at greater risk of
cumulating deleterious mutations during its lifetime.
hese deleterious mutations may or may not be selected
ainst in somatic tissues (Klekowski and Godfrey 1989;
arcotrigiano 2000; Morgan 2001), but if they accumu-
te in a cell line that gives rise to reproductive cells, then
fspring ﬁtness may be reduced. Populations formed by
getative propagation can accumulate somatic mutations
er time (Warren 2009), even if these mutations are del-
erious (Gross et al. 2012). One way for taller plants to
oid the mutation costs of more cell divisions per gen-
ation is to reduce the error rate per replication. Selection
essure to reduce the per-genome-replication mutation
te could result in a lower per-site, per-replication mu-
tion rate, which should be reﬂected in the rate of syn-
ymous substitutions per site (Sung et al. 2012). Our re-
lts are consistent with this hypothesis, because we see a
nsistent negative relationship between synonymous sub-
itution rates and height in the mitochondrial and chlo-
plast genes. We do not detect this relationship for the sin-
e protein-coding nuclear gene tested, although the nuclearHistory
Genome
size
Mutation
Mitochondrial
Nuclear
Substitution
Species
Richness
Height
Nuclear
Temperature
Chloroplast Chloroplast
Mitochondrial
LatitudeUV
gure 3: Schematic diagram of the inferred links between life history, environmental variables, mutation rates, substitution rates, and
ecies richness suggested by the results of our analysis. Each arrow is based on a signiﬁcant correlation in one of the analyses, but not all
niﬁcant correlations are shown.7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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rRNA genes show a negative association between substitu-
tion rate and height.
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tral substitutions, leading to an increase in both genome size
and dN/dS. This is consistent with our observation of higher
dN
H
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(Mmilies with larger average genomes have lower synon-
ous substitution rates and higher dN/dS in the nuclear
otein-coding gene. One possible explanation for the link
tween genome size and synonymous substitution rate
that, if increased genome size correlates with larger cells
d reduction in growth rates, then plants with larger
nomes might have fewer genome replications per unit
e and, therefore, less opportunity to accumulate mu-
tions. But cell division rates should affect all three ge-
mes, and we see no evidence of a link between genome
e and organelle mutation rates. Alternatively, increased
nome size may result in selection for lower mutation
tes to reduce the per-genome number of mutations per
neration. This might explain why we see a link between
clear genome size and substitution rates in the nu-
ear protein-coding gene although this relationship is not
ﬂected in organelle substitution rates, since organelle ge-
mes vary less in size between families and are copied
ing, at least in part, their ownDNAreplicationmachinery.
While some variation in total genome size is related to
nome duplications, much of the variation is accounted
r by differences in the amount of repetitive DNA, in-
uding transposable elements (Bennetzen et al. 2005;
rover and Wendel 2010; Tenaillon et al. 2010). Given
at mutations in transposon sequences should typically
rry no ﬁtness cost to the host, it has been suggested that
e relevant parameter is the mutation rate per replication
r base of the effective genome, which is that part of the
nome where mutations can produce deleterious effects
which selection can act (Drake et al. 1998). An excep-
n is the ﬁtness cost of gain-of-function mutations in
ncoding DNA: the more DNA there is in the genome,
e more chance of amutation that accidentally changes the
gulation and maintenance of the working parts of the
nome (Lynch 2007). Unfortunately, the coding fraction
the genome and the relative proportion of transposable
ements is not available for sufﬁcient species to allow us to
ake the distinction between total genome size and effec-
e genome size in this study.
Genome size might be indirectly linked to rates of mo-
cular evolution through effective population size. If the
lective cost of increase in transposon copy number is
pically only slightly deleterious, then we can expect more
fective reduction in transposon copies in larger popula-
ns where selection against slightly deleterious alleles is
ost effective (Grover andWendel 2010). If this is the case,
en lineages characterized by smaller populations should
cumulate more transposon copies and more nearly neu-This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Te/dS in families with larger average genome size (table 1).
owever, this effect does not provide an easy explanation
r the observation that plant families with larger average
nome sizes also have lower mutation rates. Furthermore,
e evidence for a link between genome size and effective
pulation size in plants has been mixed (Lockton et al.
08; Whitney et al. 2010; Ai et al. 2012).
Mutation Rate and Diversiﬁcationur ﬁnding of a link between synonymous substitution
te and species richness in this analysis is consistent with
evious ﬁndings in plants (Barraclough and Savolainen
01; Duchene and Bromham 2013; Lanfear et al. 2013),
h (Venditti and Pagel 2009), and birds and reptiles (Eo
d DeWoody 2010; Lanfear et al. 2010a). Mutation rate
ight affect the net rate of diversiﬁcation by contributing
hybrid incompatibility, which can arise from any non-
mpatible substitutions, even of alleles that have no ﬁtness
st or beneﬁt in their own population. The more sub-
itutions acquired by either population, the less chance
at genomes drawn from the different populations could
combined in one individual to produce a viable hybrid
rr 1995). These Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities
e typically modeled with a relatively small number of loci
ieseberg and Willis 2007) but could occur through the
ntinuous accumulation of substitutions of small effect
ross a large number of loci (Hua and Wiens 2013). Even
the initial formation of reproductive isolation is due to
rticular changes in few key genes, the accumulation of
bstitutions in each of the separated lineages thereafter
diﬁes the reproductive isolation (Coyne and Orr 2004), so
e number of loci contributing to isolation might increase
ith the square of time or even more rapidly (Matute et al.
10). If many loci across the genome can contribute to
brid incompatibility, then the genome-wide substitution
te could inﬂuence the speed of evolution of barriers to
production between populations. Because the accumula-
n of incompatible alleles does not need to be symmetri-
l (Welch 2004), a faster rate of molecular evolution in
e lineage should speed the evolution of reproductive iso-
tion between the two.
Faster substitution rates in all three plant genomes might
ntribute to cytonuclear conﬂict, which plays an impor-
nt role in some cases of hybrid incompatibility (Levin
03; Greiner et al. 2011; Greiner and Bock 2013), although
general contribution to patterns of speciation is not yet
ear (Crespi and Nosil 2012). For example, changes to mi-
chondrial genes that alter their interaction with nuclear-
oduced proteins can induce cytoplasmic male sterility
a 2013), but male function can be restored by compensa-7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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tory changes to nuclear genes (Luo et al. 2013). Organelle-
nucleus interactions could potentially involve many differ-
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and molecular evolution is primarily discussed in terms of
the latitudinal gradient in plant productivity and diversity
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Molecular Evolution and Diversiﬁcation 519t genes: for example, scores of nuclear genes must work
ith the dozen or so mitochondrial genes on the oxidative
osphorylation pathway (Burton and Barreto 2012). Crit-
ally, these are housekeeping genes typical of those in-
uded in phylogenetic studies. For example, substitutions
the mitochondrial nad and atp1 genes, included in this
udy, have been shown to drive cytoplasmic male sterility
reiner and Bock 2013; Yoshimi et al. 2013). However,
e did not ﬁnd any direct support for cytonuclear incom-
tibility in the sequences analyzed for this study, as we
e no evidence of a link between nonsynonymous substi-
tion rates across genomes.
Is it possible that the causal arrow runs the other way, so
at higher diversiﬁcation rates drive increased synony-
ous substitution rates? It is difﬁcult to imagine how diver-
cation rate could directly impact mutation rate, though
may do so indirectly through reduction in effective popu-
tion size. Population size could be negatively associated
ith diversiﬁcation rate if speciation tends to divide popula-
ns. Selection on mutations of small selective effect is less
ﬁcient in small populations, so slightly beneﬁcial changes
DNA repair may fail to go to ﬁxation, but slightly delete-
us decreases in replication ﬁdelity may be ﬁxed by drift
ynch 2007, 2010). If this were a common phenomenon,
en we would expect increased mutation rates to be asso-
ated with smaller population sizes. Our results are in the
posite direction, with increase in dS associated with de-
ease in dN/dS (table 1). This suggests that highermutation
tes are not associated with relaxed selection in small pop-
ations, unless the increase in dN across the genome due to
ation of nearly neutral alleles by drift is much greater in
agnitude than the increase in dS due to erosion of DNA
pair systems.
Environmental Effects on Molecular Evolution
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thur results are compatible with a latitudinal gradient in
ganelle substitution rates (Wright et al. 2006, 2010, 2011;
illman et al. 2009; Lourenço et al. 2012; Lanfear et al.
13), though these associations are inconsistently identi-
d in our analyses and not always signiﬁcant. It is impor-
nt to note that our comparisons were not chosen speciﬁ-
lly to test the latitudinal gradient: sister families may
ve overlapping latitudinal ranges, limiting the power to
tect latitudinal patterns (Cardillo 1999). However, we can
k whether the patterns we have detected in this data are
nsistent with different hypothesized links between envi-
nmental conditions and rate of molecular evolution.
Environmental variables have been proposed as both
rect and indirect determinants of rates of molecular evo-
tion in plants. The indirect link between environmentThis content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Terown 2014). Energy availability, determined by temper-
ure, light, and water, has been proposed as the primary
iver of patterns of species richness through its effects
plant growth and, therefore, on primary productivity
awkins et al. 2003). Growth rates could inﬂuence the
te of molecular evolution by affecting the number of cell
visions per unit time and, therefore, rates of genome
rnover. Consistent with this hypothesis, temperature has
en identiﬁed as a correlate of rate of molecular evolution
plants (Davies et al. 2004b), as has water availability
oldie et al. 2010). Average temperature and length of
owing season tend to decrease with increasing latitude
e Frenne et al. 2013), so it is reasonable to expect that
ants at low latitude can undergo more cell divisions per
ar than plants at higher latitudes and thus accumulate
ore copy errors in their genomes (Gillman et al. 2009;
illman and Wright 2014). If the latitudinal effect on rates
molecular evolution was primarily driven by higher
owth rates causing more replication errors per unit time,
en we would expect to see this reﬂected in both the syn-
ymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates. But we
tect a latitudinal gradient only in the rate of nonsyn-
ymous substitutions in the chloroplast genes.
A direct link between environmental factors and mo-
cular evolution has been suggested by proposing that
pects of the environment, particularly temperature and
V, could have a directly mutagenic effect on the genome
ohde 1992; Willis et al. 2009; Flenley 2011). UV-B can
mage cellular structures and induce mutations and ge-
me rearrangements. Since UV exposure increases to-
ard the equator, plants living at low latitudes might ex-
rience more UV-induced DNA damage. On this basis,
V-inducedmutagenesis has been cited as a potential driver
species richness in plants (Willis et al. 2009). However,
r data provide no support for this hypothesis and indeed
ggest the opposite pattern: average UV exposure is neg-
ively correlated with organelle mutation rate. The role of
V as a determinant of substitution rate is also undermined
patterns of variation in rate of molecular evolution with
titude (Dowle et al. 2013). UV exposure increases with al-
ude, yet several studies have shown that rates of molec-
ar evolution decrease with altitude (Gillman et al. 2009;
right et al. 2010).
The negative relationship between UV exposure and
utation rate might be explained by the adjustment of
NA repair in response to mutagen levels. There are many
NA repair pathways that ameliorate the effect of UV, and
e efﬁciency of these pathways can vary between spe-
es, impacting on the mutation rate (Lucas-Lledo and
nch 2009). Lineages may adapt to different environments
rough changes to the activity or efﬁciency of DNA repair7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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mechanism; for example, species in low UV environments
may lose photolyase enzymes (Eisen and Hanawalt 1999).
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Lancaster 2010) or, if they have looked for such evidence,
have failed to ﬁnd it (Barraclough and Savolainen 2001;
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520 The American Naturalistants living at high altitude may be adapted to resist UV-B
mage (Sullivan et al. 1992), for example, through changes
DNA repair systems (Albarracín et al. 2012). Moreover,
V acclimation responses can be inducible, employed at
level appropriate to conditions (Jansen et al. 1998), in-
uding through moderation of DNA repair (Ries et al.
00). For example, photoreactivation, which repairs thy-
ine dimers caused by UV light, is driven by energy from
V-A radiation, so the capacity for repairing UV damage
ay increase with the level of insolation (Jansen et al. 1998).
lthough plant families distributed at lower average lati-
des may be exposed to greater levels of UV-B, the effect
UV-B on mutation rates may be ameliorated by invest-
ent in cellular mechanisms that prevent or repair UV-
duced DNA damage. So while we do ﬁnd some support
r a link between environment conditions and rate molec-
ar evolution, we do not see any clear pattern that envi-
nment directly inﬂuences themutation rate (e.g., through
creased mutagenic burden in warmer, brighter environ-
ents) nor indirectly (e.g., increasing mutation rates in en-
ronmental areas likely to stimulate higher growth rates).Population Size, Selection, and Diversiﬁcation ca
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ofhas been suggested that the link between diversiﬁcation
d rates of molecular evolution is mediated by changes in
pulation size accompanying speciation, for example,
e to the founder effect as a new habitat is colonized or
e reproductive isolation of small peripheral populations
ebster et al. 2003; Pagel et al. 2006; Venditti and Pagel
09). Following population subdivision, neutral alleles
rried over from the larger parent population will be either
st or ﬁxed, potentially providing a burst of substitutions
enditti and Pagel 2009). In smaller populations, nega-
e selection will be less efﬁcient at removing slightly del-
erious mutations, so these alleles will have an increased
ance of going to ﬁxation by drift. If slightly deleterious
utations make up a nontrivial proportion of all mutations
yre-Walker and Keightley 2007), then small populations
ill tend to have higher rates of nonsynonymous substi-
tion relative to the rate of synonymous substitutions
harlesworth 2009; Woolﬁt 2009).
Comparative studies have demonstrated that lineages
ith reduced population size can have consistently higher
/dS (e.g., Woolﬁt and Bromham 2003, 2005). But, thus
r, there has been little direct evidence that population
e changes are driving the link between substitution rates
d net diversiﬁcation rate: studies have either not directly
oked for the signature of population size change (Bar-
clough et al. 1996; Webster et al. 2003; Pagel et al. 2006;This content downloaded from 130.56.106.2
All use subject to JSTOR Teenditti and Pagel 2009; Lanfear et al. 2010a; Duchene
d Bromham 2013; Lanfear et al. 2013). While we ﬁnd a
nsistent association between family-average traits and
/dS in these data (height for the organelle genes, ge-
me size for the nuclear Xdh gene), we do not see a pos-
ve association between dN/dS and species richness. This
ay be because there is no consistent pattern of popu-
tion size reduction associated with speciation or that
y such effects are too transient to have a signiﬁcant im-
ct on family-average substitution rates. Or it may be that
her factors that inﬂuence substitution rates override or
ssemble any effect of population size associated with
eciation.
An alternative explanation for the link between substi-
tion rate and net diversiﬁcation rate observed in this
udy is that selection on these genes is either a cause of,
a response to, speciation. While speciation may be ac-
mpanied by selection to adapt to a new habitat or rein-
rce reproductive isolation, it seems unlikely that the genes
pically included in phylogenetic studies would all be
bject to strong directional selection in a newly isolated
pulation. If widespread positive selection across the ge-
me were to account for the link between net diversiﬁ-
tion rate and rate of molecular evolution, then we would
pect to see this reﬂected in raised dN/dS in species-rich
eages. Instead, phylogenetic studies of the relationship
tween molecular rates and net diversiﬁcation rates can
more easily interpreted as reﬂecting genome-wide pro-
sses such as mutation rate and drift, rather than locus-
eciﬁc selection for adaptation or isolating mechanisms.hile details of the processes of diversiﬁcation are lost
hen taking the broad, comparative view, phylogenetic
udies do permit the search for general patterns that may
ghlight some common mechanisms. This study of rates
molecular evolution in ﬂowering plant families provides
idence that families of taller plants are characterized
lower mutation rates per unit of time than families of
orter plants in genes from the nuclear, chloroplast, and
itochondrial genomes. Substitution rates estimated from
otein-coding sequences from the chloroplast and nuclear
nomes are associated with differential rates of diversiﬁ-
tion in ﬂowering plant families. Environmental factors
e also associated with variation in rates of molecular
olution, but we ﬁnd no support in these data for the
pothesis that this is driven by higher rates of mutation at
wer latitudes, whether due to a direct association (impact
temperature or UV on mutation generation) or indirect7 on Fri, 4 Sep 2015 02:23:53 AM
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connection (raised growth rates increasing the accumula-
tion of replication errors). Our ﬁndings are consistent with
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Molecular Evolution and Diversiﬁcation 521role for the accumulation of substitutions across all three
nomes in driving diversiﬁcation through their cumula-
e action on genetic incompatibility between sister pop-
ations and thus the pace of formation of species. This
ding links change at the genomic level to species charac-
ristics and biodiversity generation, highlighting the con-
uity of processes of mutation (generation of variation),
icroevolution (population divergence), and macroevolu-
n (lineage diversiﬁcation).Literature Cited Bu
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